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Overview:
◦
◦
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Problem Statement
Solution: Air Coordination
Potential Role of GA Airports
Potential Role of Pilot Groups
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When numerous aviation agencies assemble to
respond to large emergencies, they struggle with not
having a defined methodology to collectively
deconflict airspace, mission requests, and
administrative tasks, while concurrently managing
complex flight operations. This problem was
experienced following hurricanes Katrina, Ike, Sandy,
and other major incidents around the country.



The California Air National Guard first posed this
problem to Cal OES in early 2011.
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Cal OES assembled a team of
interagency emergency aviation
partners to address the problem.



The team started down the path
of traditional ‘air operations’
solutions. This had numerous
flaws.



After discussions with FAA and
FEMA, a new path towards ‘air
coordination’ was developed. It
is becoming a national standard.



April 7, 2015 Cal OES approved
the Air Coordination Group
Concept of Operations.
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After an emergency, inspect your airport and inventory any
deficiencies from your 5010 report.
Estimate time needed to be fully operational.
Note any Owner (County or City) planned uses for the airport during
an emergency.
Be prepared to receive a call from the ACG requesting capabilities
status.
Anticipate the potential that the State or FEMA may ask to enter into
short term use agreement to use the airport for incident response.
Remain flexible to the suggestion that the best use of the airport for
the response effort may be to slightly modify its use. For example:
 Cargo hub for air bridge operations
 Helibase instead of a fixed-wing base
 Medical base for medical flights
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Support your airport manager!











Be prepared to ready and augment the airport during emergency
operations.
Help marshal first responder aircraft.
Help first responder air crews learn the airport and local airspace.
Inventory and report your capabilities to the airport manager.
Understand that FEMA and Cal OES communicates through
airport managers not pilot groups.
Do not self-deploy. Congested airspace and duplicated missions
are dangerous to everyone.
Flights not officially mission tasked are unlikely to be reimbursed
regardless the percentage requested.
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Cal OES intends to socialize the ACG statewide as funds
become available.



The CNG and CAL FIRE are actively using the air
coordination concept. Lessons learned are being adjusted
to civil operations.



Other states, Hawaii in particular, are creating their own
CONOP based on Cal OES’ and are sharing lessons
learned.



Be patient. The program is operating ad hoc for the moment.
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Emergency Aviation
Questions?
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